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SIFT HEALTHCARE WINS 2019 WISCONSIN INNOVATION AWARD
Milwaukee-based data science company honored with award for Health IT Software.

MILWAUKEE, WI, October 18, 2019 -- Sift Healthcare has been awarded the 2019 Wisconsin
Innovation Award for Health IT Software. Sift was one of nine winners honored from the thirtyone finalists and over 400 nominees.
The Wisconsin Innovation Awards recognize the state’s most innovative products and services
from nine industry categories. The 2019 winners were selected from a panel of 28 experts with
backgrounds in many business sectors – technology, food, healthcare, agriculture, nonprofits,
education and government – from throughout the state of Wisconsin.
“We are honored to be recognized by the Wisconsin Innovation Awards,” commented Justin
Nicols, Sift Healthcare CEO, “It’s validating to receive such a prestigious award in our home state
and among such a diverse and forward-thinking collection of companies. There is so much
innovation within Wisconsin, we’re incredibly proud to be a part of the conversation.”
Sift Healthcare brings data science to healthcare payments – integrating AI into the healthcare
revenue cycle to help providers accelerate cash flow and optimize payment outcomes. Learn
more at www.sifthealthcare.com.

About Sift Healthcare
Sift Healthcare is a Milwaukee-based healthcare data science company. Sift provides a complete
payments analytics and data science platform that enables healthcare providers to track
insurance payer behavior, improve denial overturns, increase patient payments and better
understand payment trends.
Follow Sift Healthcare:
www.sifthealthcare.com
www.linkedin.com/company/sift-healthcare

About the Wisconsin Innovation Awards
Led by a steering committee of business, community and entrepreneurial leaders, the WIA
hopes to encourage an even greater environment of innovation by bringing innovators together
from various business sectors (e.g. tech, food, healthcare, agriculture, nonprofits, education,
government), and from throughout the state of Wisconsin. Learn more at
www.wisconsininnovationawards.com.
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